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BTS IRIS - Prof GE

Does electrical and electronic equipment get recycled? Tick the right ... "electrical and electronic equipment [are quoted] as growing at three times the rate of municipal waste". - "it's the ... Justify with a quotation from the text. (10 points - 0 pour ... 
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BTS IRIS - SESSION 2004 CORRIGÉ DU DOCUMENT RÉPONSE (24/3 = 8 points) 1. Fill in the blanks with words taken from the text (4 points, 1/2 point par réponse) a) Household computers are opposed to corporate computers b) To throw away is to dispose of c) A dumpsite is also called a landfill (site) d) Something dangerous is also hazardous e) To satiate is a synonym of to sate f) Something that can damage health is harmful g) Lead is a heavy metal h) Something that pollutes is a pollutant 2. Does electrical and electronic equipment get recycled? Tick the right answer. Justify your answer with 3 sentences from the text. (6 points - 2 points par phrase) YES [ ]



NO [x]



- "we don't have the processes in place to sensibly manage the disposal of the old stuff" - "Due to the hazardous content of IT kit, more than 90% of WEEE is land-filled, incinerated or recovered without any pre-treatment" - " a large proportion of various pollutants found in the municipal waste stream comes from WEEE" Also : - "electrical and electronic equipment [are quoted] as growing at three times the rate of municipal waste" - "it's the fastest-growing waste stream in the EU" 3. Fill in the blanks with words taken from the text. (3 points - 1/2 point par mot) Today everybody owns household appliances such as fridges and microwave ovens. The problem is the growth of electronic equipment. Not only do people have more equipment, they replace it more and more often. They want a new computer as soon as their old one has become obsolete, that is within four years. 4. Right or wrong. Justify with a quotation from the text. (10 points - 0 pour une case cochée sans justification - 2 points par réponse correcte) Electronic waste is growing faster than other waste. [x] RIGHT [ ] WRONG "The same document .... municipal waste". Using a computer can be harmful for the environment. [x] RIGHT [ ] WRONG "not to mention during use ... harmful effects" Lead can be found in electronic equipment. [x] RIGHT [ ] WRONG "Lead from electronic equipment" New chemicals are harmless. [ ] RIGHT [x] WRONG "electronic equipment introduces environmentally harmful effects" Few pollutants come from electronic waste. [ ] RIGHT [x] WRONG "a large proportion ... comes from WEEE"



5. Choose the best title. (1 point) [x] Electronic Waste: the European Union Strikes Back [ ] Green Electronics [ ] Let Polluters Pay [ ] Electrical Equipment on Sale CORRIGÉ DE LA TRADUCTION Le problème est double. Tout d'abord il y a la quantité pure et simple d'équipements fabriqués pour répondre à la demande du marché en équipements électriques - depuis les téléviseurs, les frigos et les fours à micro-ondes jusqu'aux équipements informatiques. Ensuite, ce sont ces derniers qui posent le plus de problèmes dans la mesure où la recherche-développement évolue à une telle cadence que le renouvellement s'est considérablement accéléré. En d'autres termes / Autrement dit, nous voulons plus de matériel et nous voulons du matériel plus récent, mais nous n'avons pas mis en place les moyens permettant de gérer intelligemment / rationnellement l'élimination du matériel périmé.
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Sujet BTS IRIS et SEN 2007 Anglais - Prof GE 

Oct 23, 2006 - Mars or the moon, where other robots cannot reach. The hopping movement would allow the mini robots to leap over obstacles. The devices.
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BTS SEN - 2007 - Prof GE 

ent and its analog output responds to activity on DB0-DB7. ... 600. CIRCUIT INFORMATION-DIA SECTION. The AD7528 contains two identical 8-bit multiplying ...
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BTS IRIS Session 2006 

GPS RÃ©cepteur satellite receiver. Description technique ..... Features include programmable baud rates to 2 Mbit/sec; asynchronous or synchronous protocols ...
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Untitled - Prof GE 

Digital Signal Processing ... Information furnished by Analog Devices is believed to be accurate and ... reference source for the analog-to-digital converter.
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Untitled - Prof GE 

13. D4. D5 L. D6. D7 |. NC. 11. 10. 12. 11. 6. Not connected - this pin should be left floating. ... 3 tcd'] Delay time, rising edge of clock to valid, updated count ns.
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Untitled - Prof GE Accueil 

Nikolovski hopes that his giant touch-screens will also transform window- shopping into an interactive experience. "It is pretty amazing," says Chris Matthews of ...
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Untitled - Prof GE 

Products 7 - 77 - Audio and Telecom Processing MX7578TD -55C to 125C 24 .... reprogrammability a 300-mil cerdip, a 28-lead square ceramic leadless chip car-.
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Untitled - Prof GE 

CSZ, Enable. 1. AS, RxD, Rx C, CS, DCO .... A/W, Address. (Non-Muxed! XXX. MPU Aoad Data Non-Muxad. Road Dat. Non-Murod. MPU Writo Data Non-Muxod.
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Untitled - Prof GE 

At five o'clock on Tuesday afternoon, Zach Willet drove to the neighboring town of ... On the walls were sketches of different models of the town houses, and the artist's ... It's such a convenient arrangement," Amy said, her voice crackling.
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Untitled - Prof GE 

said, and I said, Don't joke, what kind of animal is it anyway? ... to each bone and numbered it according to my drawing, the way we imagined scientists did.
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Untitled - Prof GE Accueil 

Ports A, B and C can be used for parallel I/O, while the port H pins can be defined as interrupt-capable inputs only. The MII MDIS driver does not support any of ...
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Untitled - Prof GE 

The E signal is a free-running clock that runs regardless of the state of the .... slave flip-flops and additionalgating to implement two indi- HDM74us393 dual 4-bit ...
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Untitled - Prof GE 

She is married to a doctor with two children, she is a part-time conveyancing solicitor. Nu Mos exigen ne pos exigen b) Sum up how she feels about her life using ...
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Untitled - Prof GE 

'At Half Way Tree Parish. School,' I told her. "Wheres that? 'In Kingston, Jamaica.' ... It's the decision of the education authority. I can do nothing to change that.
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comprÃ©hension - Prof GE 

The visitor is not a real policeman; the police station failed to send anyone to ... d) I'm sorry to say we quite forgot about that little job we were going to do for you.
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Untitled - Prof GE 

... Tick Timers and Watchdog Timer (in the VMEchip2 ASIC) for periodic interrupts ... (Refer to next table) ..... organization of the board is essential if you wish to.
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Untitled - Prof GE 

browser in the world. According to the chip's inventor, the tiny server will cost about 50p to make and be ... Although several companies have previouslytried to develop systems to connect home ... In what way willthey change ourdaily lives ?
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Untitled - Prof GE 

hours north of Sydney, as I had long and casually supposed, but the better part of a couple of days' drive. Well, if you look on the television weather map ...
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Anglais LV1 - STI - Prof GE 

and spent all day without adults in the park playing football. Now, according to the Good Childhood Inquiry, children have everything â€“ iPods, computer.
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IRIS A4 Cards v4 9319 - IRIS Kidney 

Staging System for Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) ... severe azotaemia. Systemic signs present: e.g. bone pain, uraemic gastritis, anaemia, metabolic acidosis.
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Domotique - Fluides-Ã©nergies-environnements - Prof GE 

works from home but is going in a shared hydrogen powered car to the office at the waste and recycling brokerage where he works. He quotes prices for the ...
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stt session 2000 - Prof GE Accueil 

"(When I got back to the reservation), my family wasn't surprised to see me. Ou : "They'd been expecting me since the day I left (for Seattle)". 2 - The narrator was ...
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IRIS A5 Cards v2 9319 - IRIS Kidney 

PROTEINURIC. Substaging CKD: urine protein to creatinine ratio (UP/C). NB. Any level of proteinuria or hypertension can occur at any stage of CKD i.e. at any ...
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BREVET DE TECHNICIEN SUPÃ‰RIEUR SESSION 2004 ... - Prof GE 

... setting, the chances are they'll end up in landfill, where numerous toxins can be ... large proportion of various pollutants found in the municipal waste stream ...
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